City: no under-21 guests, players at OTL

By JOHNNY MCDONALD

Because of a recent change in city rules, officials with the Old Mission Beach Athletic Club (OMBAC) who organize the annual Over-the-Line National Championship Tournament have announced that the two-weekend event will now be restricted to players and spectators 21 years of age and older.

"OMBAC regretfully has been forced by the city of San Diego to make this major change to our San Diego tradition, and we must inform you that this will now be a 21-and-over event," said OMBAC media representative Sonny Petersen. "The entire playing area will be transformed into a giant 'beer garden', and those coming to the event will now be a 21-and-over event," said OMBAC media representative Sonny Petersen. "The entire playing area will be transformed into a giant 'beer garden', and those coming to the event will now be 21 years of age or older."

Since 1954, the Old Mission Beach Athletic Club has hosted its Over-the-Line Tournament in Mission Beach. The tournament took on a life of its own and outgrew its previous locations and moved to Fiesta Island in 1972. Petersen said that for the last 60 years, OMBAC has enjoyed hosting its more than 30,000 guests over two weekends in July.

He said this allowed visitors to bring and enjoy an adult beverage while sitting in the sand and watching an incredibly unique sport.

"After 60 years of what has been considered a model of how to run a large special event, OMBAC is sad to announce that we will no longer be able to host the public as a whole," Petersen said. "OMBAC deeply regrets to have to bring this change to our public. We have done everything possible to preserve this traditional event, and hope the public continues to support the club's many fundraising programs." Meanwhile, players have been registered, and the top teams are being seeded for the event, which runs during the weekends of July 12-13 and 19-20.

About 1,300 men and women will swing away at softballs on 50 courts from 7:30 a.m. to sundown on those days to determine 10 class-winners.

"We'll still conduct the event one way or another," Petersen said.

MBHS graduates preparing for new horizons

By DAVE SCHWAB

By all accounts, 2014 was an exceptional year — and an exceptional graduating class — at Mission Bay High School (MBHS).

This year was also unique in that work on the high school’s $13 million athletic complex forced the class of 2014 to hold its graduation ceremony off campus because of unforeseen circumstances on June 13.

It’s been a story of triumph and tribulation.

Perhaps then, it’s appropriate, given the circumstances, that MBHS seniors will celebrate their final day at MBHS graduating at Clairemont High School.

"The 365-day timeline (athletic complex) wiped out the graduation we had been planning," said principal Fred Hilgers, who helped broker a deal with Clairemont High to hold this year’s graduation ceremony there.

Hilger said no stone was left unturned.

MBHS graduates preparing for new horizons

On April 20, the next Mission Beach Centennial event is a free gala featuring up to 75 vintage, pre-1980 cars, trucks and motorcycles.

MBHS STANDOUTS

Although the lacrosse team at Mission Bay High suffered a dismal inaugural season, two members of the girls’ squad have been named to play in the CIF Lacrosse All-Star Game on Saturday, June 14. Page 7

Del Mar Fair returns with ‘Fab Four’ theme, new food treats

Ladies and gentlemen, the Fair! The San Diego County Fair returns June 7 to July 6 with a “Fab Fair” theme, celebrating 50 years since the Beatles’ British Invasion of America.

"Our exhibit is going to be extraordinary," said Linda Zweig, spokesperson for the County Fair. “Every year, we choose a new theme that is attractive to a lot of demographics ... There is something for everyone.”

It was 1964 when Paul, Ringo, George and John hit U.S. shores, appearing on the “Ed Sullivan Show” in a pivotal pop culture moment in American history. In addition to tribute-band performances, a special Beatles-themed exhibit will feature photo archives never before seen in California, including John and Yoko’s 1969 “Bed-In” for peace.

The Beatles will have to share the stage at this event, however, with the Fair’s other star, the Del Mar Fair returns with ‘Fab Four’ theme, new food treats

By LORALEE OLEJNI

ALL YOU NEED IS “FAB FOUR” FUN

Visitors to this year’s San Diego County Fair at Del Mar can look forward to plenty of rides, food treats, shows and a “Fab Fair” theme in tribute to the Beatles this year at the Del Mar Fairgrounds.

Photo by Don Balch

PRIMARY 2014

Three hopefuls chasing City Council seat locally preview their platforms

EDITORS’ NOTE: After the ouster of former Mayor Bob Filner last year and two special elections to determine his successor, voters gave the nod to now-Mayor Kevin Faulconer. With Faulconer’s ascension to mayor, his District 2 City Council seat is now up for grabs. A primary election is set for June 3 and will feature four candidates (alphabetically): Sara Boot, Jim Morrison, Mark Schwartz and Lorrie Zapf. To better inform our readers about the political views of the candidates, the San Diego Community Newspaper Group developed a five-pronged interview view we posed to the political hopefuls. The following are their responses in their own words.

Note: Morrison submitted no response.

See ELECTION >> Pg. 5
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PENTHOUSE

3916 Riviera Drive #602  $895,000 - $935,000
2 BR 2 Ba

Stunning Remodel
Unbelievable Views
Floor to Ceiling Windows
2 Prime Slide-by-Side Parking

LUXURY BEACH LIVING

814 Kingston Court  $1,765,000
3 BR 3½ Ba
Views of Bay
Hardwood Floors
Oversized 2 car garage
3 stories
Over 2000 sq ft

ABOUT PACIFIC SOTHEBY’S

• The fastest growing real estate company in San Diego history.

• Pacific Sotheby’s International Realty is the premier coastal brokerage of Mission Beach, Pacific Beach Crown Point, Bird Rock, and La Jolla.

• Along with extensive local expertise, Pacific Sotheby’s boasts vast global connections via Sotheby’s International Realty’s network of over 670 offices and 13,000 sales associates across 49 countries and territories.

A few words from some of our recent clients:

“I have worked with Brien and Kelli for years on other properties this was our home they sold it at very close to full price and helped in getting it ready and very creative in the selling procedure”
— Mo Khan owner 720 Pismo Court

“Kelli and Brien were incredible in the sale of my home! Their knowledge of the local market was unmatched, and they had an excellent marketing plan. Thanks to their pro-active communication, the entire process was virtually stress free. Our home sold in just three weeks, and with multiple offers. I couldn’t be happier!”
— Shawna R.

Brien Metcalf
619-708-2239
Brien@SeasideLifestyles.com
CA BRE #01261147

Kelli Metcalf
858-780-6255
Kelli@SeasideLifestyles.com
CA BRE #01212069

www.SeasideLifestyles.com
Revving up for fun to celebrate 100 years of Mission Beach

The next installment of the months-long Mission Beach centennial celebration will be a car show on Sunday, June 15 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Belmont Park, located at 3146 Mission Blvd.

Billed as the “Father’s Day Cruise to Belmont Park,” the free event will feature up to 75 vintage, pre-1980 cars, trucks and motorcycles.

“We’re going to have a DJ and will be giving prizes to the winners,” said Wendy Crain, centennial committee chairwoman. “We’ll also be doing some raffling, giving away Belmont Park passes and tickets to SeaWorld.”

The event pre-registration deadline to enter a vehicle for a $25 charge is Saturday, June 14. Participants will receive a limited-edition event T-shirt, lunch and a dash plaque.

The centennial celebration kicked off in March with a proclamation from the mayor to go along with dedication of a monument, a big boulder with an oxidized bronze plaque placed between Belmont Park and the south lifeguard restroom on the beach.

Crain said the roots of the centennial celebration go back to May 2013 and the influence of local historian Phil Praher, who co-wrote “Images of America Mission Beach,” along with Terry Curren. Praher suggested having an event—a month format to mark the occasion.

“We’ve tried to make community oriented with horseshoe and classic cars will be on display to celebrate the next installment of Mission Beach’s centennial celebration on June 15 when the fun kicks into high gear during ‘Father’s Day Cruise to Belmont Park.’”

Connecting People, Property, and Possibility!

By DAVE SCHWAB

Resolving PB’s parking woes still no easy task

The Pacific Beach Parking Committee—a group made up of various interests—that is looking into parking and traffic management issues continued with its needs assessment of the busy beach community at its May meeting.

The committee’s goals are to explore ways to improve transportation moving people in and out of Pacific Beach more efficiently while integrating walking, biking, cars and improving the streetscape.

Committee members said their goal is not necessarily to endorse the use of parking meters as a traffic management tool, despite what flyers being distributed recently are suggesting, said committee chairman Elvin Lai, president/CEO of Ocean Park Inn, Inc. and president of Discover PB, the community’s business improvement district.

“There’s no agenda here. We’re not trying to put forth any plan,” said Lai. “We’re looking for the traffic problems and doing a needs assessment. Our goal is for a solution for parking, for traffic management and for safety at signal lights, pedestrian cross-walks, kids’ safe routes to school, etc.”

Lai said the committee’s objective is to find a solution for parking and traffic management in the congested beach community, which experiences a huge influx of visitors during the peak summer tourist season.

“Parking meters don’t have to be part of that solution,” Lai said. “We’re looking for a solution for the entire traffic management system.”

By DAVE SCHWAB

**REVVED UP**
Man convicted in murder of architect

By DAVE SCHWAB

After 14 hours of deliberation over three days, a jury on April 24 convicted an employee of architect Graham Downes of second-degree murder in the beating death of Downes outside his home in 2013.

The jury acquitted Higinio Salgado, 32, of first-degree murder.

Sentencing was set for June 6 by San Diego Superior Court Judge Joan Weber. Salgado is expected to receive a prison sentence of 15 years to life.

Downes, 56, was the architect of Tower 23 Hotel in Pacific Beach, Hotel La Jolla’s guest rooms. The Thin Bar downtown and the Hard Rock Hotel San Diego, according to the Graham Downes Architecture website. Downes also was credited with the overhaul of Tom Ham’s Lighthouse on Harbor Island and the Bali Hai on Shelter Island.

Salgado is being held on $3 million bail. Witnesses testified that almost everyone was drinking heavily at a party at Downes’ home in Banker’s Hill on April 19, 2013, including Salgado and Downes.

Witnesses said Salgado became upset when he learned a former employee of the architect might be returning to the firm and feared the former employee might be his boss if the other man returned to the firm.

Witnesses said the former worker had previously advised Downes to fire Salgado. A neighbor testified he called Downes at 9:11 at 1:30 a.m. after seeing Salgado and Downes fighting on the sidewalk at 1:30 a.m. with Salgado’s arm over Downes, who was taken to a hospital.

He died three days later without regaining consciousness. His design firm was started in 1994 and closed several months after his death.

— Neal Putnam

PARKING

CONT. FROM PG. 3

So far, the needs and issues, among others, have been considered by the PB Parking Committee:

• getting people into PB’s business corridor solely to and from the trolley stations;

• accessibility;

• safer sidewalks and walking conditions;

• accommodating bicycles in the business community that are currently not safe for them;

• traffic congestion and flow;

• making the community more walkable and bikable:

• addressing infrastructure needs, like bike and skateboard racks;

• code enforcement of signage and right-of-way issues.

Among ideas for addressing those traffic and circulation issues are building a parking structure, using reverse diagonals, traffic-calming and instituting one-way streets.

PB’s Parking Committee is composed of community representatives from the Pacific Beach Planning Group, the PB Town Council, Discover PB and interested residents at-large.

During discussion of Bikeshare short-term cycling rentals coming to town this summer as a new transportation alternative with nearly 20 proposed stations in Pacific Beach, committee member Paul Falcone expressed concern about Bikeshare competing with existing bike-rental businesses.

“Are they going to be taking away (vehicle) parking spaces?” Falcone asked.

Sara Berns, of Discover PB, replied, “On Cass Street, they are (proposing) taking away (some) parking spots.”

PB planner Chris Olson suggested the committee also needs to take a look at the local housing mix, examining who lives and works in Pacific Beach. Studies have previously shown that the majority of people who live in PB do not work there.

Berras said it would be wise to focus on “slowing traffic down on Garnet Avenue,” which she said has become more like Main Street along the business corridor.

Noting there’s even been some discussion of “closing Garnet down to vehicles completely,” Berras suggested there needs to be more discussion of “creating some more livable work space along Garnet and increasing that.”

The Pacific Beach Parking Committee’s next meeting will be Thursday, June 19 at 6 p.m. at the office of Discover PB, 1503 Garnet Ave.

Time to celebrate

The next event in the centennial celebration, a planned movie viewing at The Plunge pool in July, is closed for refurbishment. Crain said the event will likely go on but is yet to be determined.

The centennial event schedule will continue in August with a sandcastle event and conclude with a volleyball/horseshoes beachfest in early September. The finish will be a Sept. 27 Centennial Festival at Belmont Park/Ventura Blvd.

Having the June 15 event on Father’s Day in June is a wonderful add-on, said Crain.

“It will be a fun thing to do for dad and the whole family to bring them all down here and have a good time,” she said.

Event proceeds will benefit the Mission Beach Centennial Project.

The origin of Mission Beach dates to June 14, 1914, when a syndicate headed by John D. Spreckels and managed by George S. Barney submitted a subdivision map surveyed by D.A. Loeberstein to the “Common Council” (now the City Council) of San Diego for approval and acceptance.

For more information, visit www.missionbeachcentennial.org.

Get the NEWS as it happens (just the really important stuff) and really BIG DEALS (only the killer local offers) texted directly to your phone!

Scan this or text bbp to 1.858.736.9922

Urgent local news alerts plus a ‘limited’ selection of local deals sent directly to your phone! We won’t overwhelm you with junk mail or deals! Promise.

Happy 93rd Birthday Mom!”

From your loving daughter Marie Tolstad

HAPPY 93RD BIRTHDAY MOM!
The city must also do a better job of like Salt Lake City and Phoenix. has been successful in other cities those with severe mental illness a pilot program of the "hous- ing, and we need leadership to push for change. We should imple- menting, and we need leadership to

A: Our challenge in District 2 is the cronyism and waste of government resources. We see the failing infrastruc- ture while our tax burden rises. We are triple-taxed for water. Our electric rates and our transit taxes are among the highest nationally. We solve this with fiscally conservative leaders who will fight corruption. I will establish a whistleblower hotline and serve the people as an indepen- dendent leader. I do not work for unions or corporations. Let’s take money out of politics. I will expand contract privatization to secure for taxpayers the best products for the lowest prices. Comprehensive pension reform must continue.

Q: The economy continues to be a key concern to many voters. What is your plan to reinvigorate San Diego’s economic growth and tourism?

A: There are many challenges facing our district, but the biggest is our crum- bling infras- tructure. For years the city failed to invest in our neighborhood, and that money went elsewhere. Not to downtown, but to public employee pensions. That’s why I’ve fought for vital government reforms like compre- hensive pension reform, so we can reinvest in our neighborhoods. I will work with my colleagues to raise taxes and cut spending. Last year, my office got more potholes filled than any other City Council office. I will also work tirelessly to maintain the 30-foot height limit on buildings along the coast. The height limit is essential to ensuring the character of our neighborhoods.

Q: The homeless situation and the issues/problems associated with it are becoming more pervasive in many areas of District 2. How do you propose addressing this issue?

A: We need to expand our innovation economy to create high-paying, middle-class jobs. Doing so demands that we ready our work- force for industry needs by facili- tating partnerships between local technology companies and colleges. We also need to make it eas- ier for small businesses by stream- lining permitting and eliminating needless regulation. Finally, our technology industry, tourism industry and small businesses will thrive when we take better care of the basic needs of our coastal communities — enhancing our public safety, repairing our roads and ensuring clean and healthy beach- es.

Q: What is the greatest challenge/challenges facing our beach communities of District 2 and how do you propose addressing this/them?

A: A: Out of a total of challenges in District 2 is the cronyism and waste of government resources. We see the failing infras- ture while our tax burden rises. We are triple-taxed for water. Our electric rates and our transit taxes are among the highest nationally. We solve this with fiscally conservative leaders who will fight corruption. I will establish a whistleblower hotline and serve the people as an indepen- dendent leader. I do not work for unions or corporations. Let’s take money out of politics. I will expand contract privatization to secure for taxpayers the best products for the lowest prices. Comprehensive pension reform must continue.

A: Our challenge is the ever-present responsibility of protecting our beaches and homes. We need a fiscally advocate for our neighborhoods who will put the community first, without bow- ing to the developers and down- town insiders that have run City Hall for too long. We must cut-stopping sweetheart deals for special interests at the expense of our neighborhoods and get serious about putting a stop to wasteful spending at City Hall.

Q: What is the greatest chal- lenge/challenges facing our beach communities of District 2 and how do you propose addressing this/them?

A: We need to expand our innovation economy to create high-pay- ing, middle-class jobs. Doing so demands that we ready our work- force for industry needs by facili- tating partnerships between local technology companies and colleges. We also need to make it eas- ier for small businesses by stream- lining permitting and eliminating needless regulation. Finally, our technology industry, tourism industry and small businesses will thrive when we take better care of the basic needs of our coastal communities — enhancing our public safety, repairing our roads and ensuring clean and healthy beach- es.
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Q: Mayor Faulconer has introduced a proposed budget placing much greater emphasis on neighbor- hoods, infrastructure and quality-of- life issues. Do you support this plan? What components would you support? Why or why not?

A: The proposed budget is a step forward for the city. Mayor Faulconer is a proponent of medical-marijuana dispensaries, reducing the number of dispensaries, do you believe the new policy has gone too far or not far enough?
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HOLIDAY WEEKEND KEEPS LOCAL LIFEGUARDS ON TOES

Lifeguards with the San Diego Fire/Rescue Department’s Lifeguard Services Department saw an estimated influx of nearly 450,000 ocean and bay lovers over the three-day Memorial Day weekend as temperatures rose to near-perfect levels.

Lifeguards, who cover Mission Bay and city beaches from Point Loma to Torrey Pines State Beach, reported about 80,500 visitors on Saturday, May 24, resulting in 29 medical aids and 10 rescues. On Sunday, May 25, lifeguards reported more than 167,000 visitors, 96 medical aids and 89 rescues. Memorial Day, on Monday, May 26, drew an estimated 203,000 visitors, causing lifeguards to respond to 144 medical aids and 96 rescues according to San Diego Fire/Rescue Department spokesman Lee Swanson.

MISSION BEACH MAN PLEADS TO ROLE IN MASSIVE DRUG RING

Morgan Dimmitt, 27, the only man arrested in what San Diego police described as a “sweeping undercover” drug investigation in North County, has pleaded guilty to conspiring to possess cocaine with intent to distribute.

Dimmitt, a construction worker who now lives with family members in Utah, is free on $75,000 bond. He will be sentenced June 9 in U.S. District Court in San Diego.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Michael Wheat filed a court document indicating he will be seeking a 30-month federal prison term for Dimmitt. His lawyer is expected to argue for probation.

A year-long investigation by the Drug Enforcement Administration and the sheriff’s department yielded 65 arrests, mostly in Ramona and Poway, on Sept. 10.

It was called “Operation Mountain Shadow,” and authorities seized 93 pounds of methamphetamine, 56 pounds of cocaine and 14 pounds of heroin. In all, 73 people were rounded up in the sting.

— Neal Putnam

LONGBOARD CLASSIC SET AT TOURMALINE ON JUNE 7

The Pacific Beach Surf Club will hold its 16th annual Summer Longboard Classic on June 7. The all-ages contest is open invitationally to locals and beyond, and will be held at Tourmaline Beach, beginning at 7 a.m.

The event will feature food, priases, entertainment and more. Proceeds will benefit the Mission Bay Surf Team.

To register, visit www.pacificbeachsurfclub.org. For more information or to become a sponsor, email 1surfcelia@gmail.com.

TRANSIENT ARRESTED AFTER ATTACKING ANOTHER

Police arrested a transient May 21 after he allegedly got into an altercation with another transient man in the 1500 block of Thomas Avenue.

The incident unfolded around 4:15 p.m. when the two men got into a fight and one of them suffered a stab wound under his eye. Police did not specify the nature of the weapon.

The transient to blamed in the attack was arrested at the scene and the victim refused treatment for what police said was a minor injury.

PB GRAFFITI CLEANUP DRAWS AT LEAST 100

More than 100 people showed up to the seventh annual Graffiti Clean Up Day in Pacific Beach this month to demonstrate community dedication and pride. The event is a partnership by the Pacific Beach Town Council (PBTC) and the PB Presbyterian Church.

“Why Home Owners Leave Thousands Behind when Selling their homes

SANDIEGO. A new report has just been released which reveals 7 costly mistakes that most homeowners make when selling their home. And a 9 Step System that can help you sell your home fast and for the most amount of money.

This industry report shows how the traditional ways of selling homes have become increasingly less and less effective in today’s market. The fact of the matter is that truly three quarters of homeowners don’t get what they want for their homes and become disillusioned and worse – financially disadvantaged when they put their homes on the market.

The report concludes that the main reason is the lack of knowledge.

However, those who choose the right course of action and follow the 9 Step System to Get Your Home Sold Fast and For Top Dollar, do get more money for their home.

One Owner who followed the report to the letter sold her home fast and for top dollar.
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MBHS lacrosse team fields two CIF all-stars despite squad’s dismal inaugural year

By KEITH ANTIGIOVANNI

Despite a rough inaugural season for the fledgling Mission Bay High School (MBHS) lacrosse program, two members of the girls’ team, Kylie Kroeger and Ari Linley, earned a spot in the CIF Lacrosse All-Star Game on Saturday, June 14 at Westview High School.

Kroeger also received Second Team All-City-League honors. The freshman/sophomore game will be at 9:30 a.m., while the junior/senior game is slated for 11 a.m.

“Kids in this group are going to be making a difference, not just their own academic lives,” said MBHS lacrosse booster Missy Kroeger. “Most of the girls had never even picked up a stick before, so we are very thrilled to have two players in the All-Star Game.”

Mission Bay’s Lacrosse program is not an officially sanctioned CIF sport and depends on its booster program to raise funds for uniforms and equipment. The girls’ team is coached by University of San Diego graduate student Kelly Fromm. There are currently two varsity teams for the boys and girls, but according to Missy Kroeger, there is a three-year plan to include junior varsity teams through a “feeder” program at Pacific Beach Middle School to introduce lacrosse to students before they enter high school.

Left unturned by he and a committee with full parent and community participation to find a viable — and affordable — alternative graduation venue.

“We could have rented out Golden Hall and shared costs with other schools in the Community Concourse downtown,” he said, but he added that was unacceptable to many.

“We split on that,” said Hilgers. “We then began looking really outside the box at renting the bay and bringing in bleachers.”

But Hilgers said costs for that were prohibitive, given the necessity of bringing in seating and a sound system.

Ultimately, Hilgers said students, their families and staff chose to seek a site closer to home in Pacific Beach.

“At first, parents were not happy about doing it (graduation) at Clairemont High,” Hilgers said. “There really wasn’t another viable, cost-effective choice.”

 “[The parents] finally came around on it,” he said, adding it helped that he had a good rapport with Clairemont High’s principal, Dr. Jennifer Roberson.

“She said, ‘Let me know if I can help,'” said Hilgers.

“Dr. Roberson and her staff have been very accommodating, helping with logistics,” Hilgers said, adding it’s a big relief to everyone that using Clairemont High for graduation worked out.

“The kids are just happy to graduate,” said Hilgers, adding half-jokingly, “You could put them on the moon and they’d be happy to have a spot.”

Jerrilyn Goldberg, MBHS 2014 senior class president said the final decision to graduate at Clairemont High finally came down to “being practical about our choice.”

“Clairemont High School,” she said, “is a perfectly acceptable location for us considering it’s close enough to our school that we can easily transport decorations and students … the stadium seats significantly more people than our old bleachers so we can allow students to purchase as many tickets as they need. This location will allow graduation to be a community celebration available to more who may want to attend.”

With everything else, is it a coincidence then that the 2014 graduation ceremony is being held on Friday, June 13? That’s a good — not a bad — omen, noted Hilgers, pointing out MBHS’s Class of 2014 is one to overcome.

“Every year you say it’s a great class, but what makes this class very unique is its collegiality and team approach,” said Hilgers. “This is truly an ensemble group. They really support each other. I can’t but help but be struck by the lack of egos. They’re really committed to each other.”

Hilgers is confident the Class of ’14 will go far.

“I’m very proud of them,” he said. “Kids in this group are going to be making some significant differences on our lives.”
Mission Bay High School has long been known as one of the area’s premier music schools. On May 29, the program, under the direction of music director JP Balmat, will showcase its entire music department, including its star group, the Preservationists, its jazz ensemble, its concert and beginning bands, as well as its choir. Jazz and New Orleans sounds will be the order of the day, but there will be plenty of variety on the program, offering up something for just about any music fan. This show is a wonderful way for the community and for locals to check out talent, with each band sure to give an opening spot on the bill.

**THE SLEEPWALKERS:**
Saturday, May 31 at the Shakedown Bar on May 31, 8 p.m., $15. www.theshakedownbar.com.

Guitarist Roddy Radiation performs at the shakedown Bar on June 6. A founding member of UK ska legends The Specials, the guitarist is touring behind new music, but it’s the impact and songs he made during the early 1980s that will have this night’s crowd shaking on the dance floor. Radiation can be heard on dozens of classic tracks, including “Rat Race” and “Concrete Jungle,” each one guaranteed to turn into a crowd sing-a-long. If you enjoy classic ’80s sounds or have a soft spot in your heart for blistering ska tunes, this is an event you won’t want to miss.

**RODDY RADIATION:** Friday, June 6 at the Shakedown Bar, 3048 Midway Drive. 10 p.m. $10. 21 and up. www.theshakedownbar.com.

Blessed with a sultry voice and stage persona, Mercedes Moore is both one of the hottest blues vocalists in town and one of the busiest. One listen and it’s easy to hear why. Appearing at Tio Leo’s on June 12, Moore excels at gritty R&B, with a crack three-piece backing band honed to perfection through extensive road work, as well as an arsenal of great covers and equally worthy originals. A new EP is imminent, but Moore is someone you’ll want to experience live, where her charming stage presence will win over even the most jaded music fan.

**MERCEDES MOORE:** Thursday June 12. TIO LEO’S, 5302 Napa St. 9 p.m. 21 and up. Cover TBD. www.tioleos.com.

**THE SLEEPWALKERS:**
Friday, June 6 at Thesshake-down bar, 3048 Midway Drive. 10 p.m. $10. 21 and up. www.theshakedownbar.com.

From 1992 through 2002, local fans of roots rock thrilled to the music of The Sleepwalkers, a quartet that mixed up influences from rockabilly to Mexican ballads. The much-missed quartet recently re-formed and will appear at Tio Leo’s on Saturday, June 7. The band still features the frontline of Action Andy Bassmussen (bass), Johnny Valenzuela (vocals) and Alan Fuentes (guitar), with new drummer Bob Osuna, but more importantly still lives up to their reputation for a wild show, with plenty of twang and strum, as well as the occasional “grito.” Perfect for swing dancing or just a rowdy good time, The Sleepwalkers are a crowd-pleasing group, custom-made to fill ballroom dance floors and provide a great Saturday night out.

**THE SLEEPWALKERS:** Saturday, June 7 at Tio Leo’s, 5302 Napa St. 9 p.m. 21 and up. Cover TBD. www.tioleos.com.

— Bart Mendau
PB's The Patio expands roots into Mission Hills

The gentrification of great neighborhoods and the establishment of new restaurant concepts within them has spawned the expansion of The Patio on Lamont Street in Pacific Beach.

The second location, The Patio on Goldfinch, will offer the same highly acclaimed dining experience and personal service when it opens in the historic community of Mission Hills in mid-June.

“While I was searching more than a dozen great neighborhoods within our city to develop and open our second Patio restaurant, I soon realized I had everything I ever wanted in a great location right here in my own backyard,” said Gina Champion-Cain, owner and proprietor of The Patio brand of restaurants.

“I have lived in Mission Hills with my husband, Steve, for more than 25 years and realized the most wonderful place for our newest location, quite obviously, is within walking distance from my residence,” she said. “How could I ever find a more charming, historic and beautiful environment than my own residential community of Mission Hills?

“We are certainly pleased to have attracted the experience and successful track record of our new general manager, Chris Simmons, to manage our trusted brand,” said Champion-Cain.

Simmons, who most recently managed the newly remodeled Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa’s The Pony Room, joins The Patio on Goldfinch effective immediately. Simmons brings years of creating successful culinary programs at Burlap, Cucina Urbana, and Hotel L'Auberge.

Like the Pacific Beach location, The Patio on Goldfinch’s interiors will highlight the use of repurposed woods and will have abundant light throughout with windows and skylights, a massive bar area providing over 20 seats, three high definition TVs and a dog-friendly patio area.

The Patio on Goldfinch, which is just less than 4,000 square feet, will feature a large exhibition kitchen, complete with state-of-the-art ovens and ranges, all custom designed for The Patio.

The Patio on Goldfinch will serve grab-and-go breakfast items, lunch, happy-hour bites, dinner nightly and weekend brunch, incorporating some of the popular small and shared plate items already featured at The Patio on Lamont Street.

According to Champion-Cain, The Patio on Goldfinch bar will debut 12 new craft beers, wine on draft, a variety of house-made flavored soft drinks and one of the most innovative cappuccino and espresso machines available anywhere.

It will feature on-staff experts in wine, tequila and beer to assist customers with selections as well as arrange for private tastings or special events.

Valet parking will be provided for a nominal fee.

For more information, visit thepatioonlamont.com.
Summer Camps

Nike Tennis Camps at UCSD

Come join the fun and get better this summer at the Nike Tennis Camps at University of San Diego. Directors Bill and Shelly Scott, and USD Head Women's Tennis Coach, Sherri Stephens, along with their experienced staff, have another amazing summer lined up with fun both on and off the court! With five weeks of junior overnight and day camps for boys & girls ages 9-18 of all ability levels, and a special High School program during the last week, there is a camp option for everyone! Highlights include: 5-6 hours of daily on-court instruction, a Nike Tennis Camp t-shirt, Dartfish video analysis for all campers, and fun evening activities for overnight campers. Camps run throughout June and July, registration is currently open. See you on the courts this summer!

Nike Golf Schools & Camps

Nike Golf Schools and Jr. Camps offer a variety of programs designed to meet the needs of each camper. Every facet of the game is covered during morning instruction and afternoon course play. Beginning, intermediate, high school and advanced players can immerse themselves in the sport for an entire week. Our camps are led by directors who are nationally recognized PGA/LPGA professionals and college coaches and are joined on staff by other teaching professionals, college assistant coaches, renowned high school coaches and former/current college players. Enroll in a Nike Jr. Golf Camp today and see why over 150,000 junior golfers have participated in what we believe are among the best junior programs in the country.

Wilderness Escape Vacation Bible School Program

Christ Lutheran Church in Pacific Beach, 4761 Cass Street, is hosting Wilderness Escape Vacation Bible School July 21-25, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon for children age 3 to grade 4. The program will feature music, Bible stories, craft time, snack time and more fun! The week will end with a closing program at noon and a BBQ for the whole family on Friday, July 27th. For information and registration forms, please go to www.christpb.org or call the church office at 858-483-2300.

A Time to Discover

The LA JOLLA YMCA is offering Summer Day Camp to give kids and teens in La Jolla, Pacific Beach, and University City an adventurous, active and healthy summer. YMCA camp programs offer youth fun and unique experiences with an opportunity to explore the outdoors, meet new friends, discover new interests and create memories that last a lifetime.

“YMCA summer camp supports the social-emotional, cognitive development and physical well-being of kids,” says Brian Sense, Associate Executive Director of Youth Programs, La Jolla YMCA. “In our Day Camp, kids are in a welcoming environment where they can belong, build relationships, develop character and achieve – discovering SUMMER SOCCER CAMPS

WEEK LONG CAMPS
June 16-20, June 23-27, July 7-11, July 28-August 1, August 11-15
9am-12pm daily at Cleator Park, Nimitz Blvd.
at Famosa Blvd. San Diego, CA 92107 (877) 695-8353
info@proselectsoccer.com proselectsocceracademy.com
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Camps cont’d on page 11
The 27th annual Jack in the Box “Hoops at the Beach” was a success in its new location at Bonita Cove Park during the weekend of May 17-18. Participants and fans enjoyed a chamber-of-commerce-type day on Mission Bay as courts were packed with players of all ages and talent levels. Twenty divisions hosted elite-level competition, masters and co-ed, all the way down to third- and fourth-grade boys and girls. In the top division (elite), Hellfish was a first-time champion on center court and earned the title of San Diego County champions.

The San Diego County Kia Retailers Slam Dunk Contest brought fans to their feet as the winner, Armando Diaz, threw down several spectacular slams, San Diego Chargers wide receiver Malcom Floyd served on the judging panel and supported Diaz’s efforts.

There was plenty of action on the contest courts as well. James Pauley was a double winner, capturing the adult divisions of the San Diego Chargers 3-Point Shootout and the H-O-R-S-E contests. Mouny Lopez edged him out in the Free Throw Challenge.

For the juniors, Ryan Lao won both the Chargers 3-Point Shootout and the H-O-R-S-E contest. Chance Thomas was the winner in the Free Throw Challenge.

There was a healthy military presence, as Wells Fargo underwrote 30 active-duty military teams. This event serves as a fundraiser for the nonprofit National University Holiday Bowl organization, whose mission is to generate tourism, exposure, economic benefit and civic pride for San Diego and its citizens by producing the nation’s most exciting college football bowl game and festival of events.
Demystifying The Myths Of Solar

Don’t Go Solar… until You’ve Learned all the Facts

The abundance of solar radiation in San Diego makes the community an ideal location to produce solar energy. The City of San Diego was recently ranked second for solar capital of the nation. Sullivan Solar Power, the top installer in the SDG&E utility territory, is hosting an educational seminar to provide property owners the facts about solar. The local company is hosting an educational seminar for residents to learn how they can declare energy independence.

The free information luncheon will cover rebates, incentives, financial savings, technological advancements, owning vs leasing a system and how to evaluate credible solar companies. Residents are invited to attend the educational workshop on June 14 at the Marina Village Center from 11am – 12pm. Lunch and refreshments will be provided. To RSVP for this event, please call (858) 740-6669 or email brittney.larsen@sullivansolarpower.com.

Coastal Sage Features Garden Design

Coastal Sage Gardening is all about Garden Design. Whether you are a homeowner that does it all or have it done for you. The owner, John Noble, has over thirty years of experience, and shares his insights through classes and individual consultations.

"Introduction to Garden Design" is a class being offered on June 21. Learn to create a conceptual garden plan. Hard-scape materials, plant selection, proper grading, drainage and water conversation will all be covered.

If you want a consultation, John will meet you at your home. He helps clients with small garden changes to whole new landscapes. He likes to open as many doors of creative ideas and possibilities for you to work with in creating your vision of the garden.

If you do need help physical help, Coastal Sage Gardening is a licensed landscape contractor and can help you with hardscapes, irrigation systems, lighting and planting.

Coastal Sage Gardening also host the Second Sunday Garden Exchange where you can share and trade garden harvest with others. coastalsgae.com 619-223-5229

Armstrong Builders Inc.

Tom Armstrong began at the base level at the age of 15 as a laborer, carpenter, framer and layout worker and worked his way up. At 17, he was specializing in stairway construction and roofing. A few years later, he was supervising construction phases. Then Tom went solo in the design and remodeling business. In his work, he aims to capture as much sunlight and ocean view as possible. Armstrong had become a trusted name in construction.

Armstrong Builders Inc.
755 Turquoise St.
858-488-2825
armstrongbuilt.com

**GET THE FACTS...**

**WHAT:** Free Solar 101 Luncheon
**WHEN:** Saturday, June 14 | 11am - 12pm
**WHERE:** Marina Village Center
1936 Quivira Way
Taking puppy love to a new level: healthy doggy muffins for Fido

Kathie Missett has taken puppy love to a whole new dimension, creating an Internet business promoting natural nutrition for pooches.

Missett started her business, Puppy Love Muffins & Specialty Dog Food, after adopting her rescue dog, Bailey. Bailey had some health issues, and Missett wanted to ensure her pet was getting the best possible diet to help build his immune system naturally.

But she became disenchanted with dog-food options after exploring alternatives and discovering that even high-quality dog-food brands used substandard ingredients, byproducts, artificial preservatives and supplements.

Missett, an Ocean Beach resident, developed what she said is a better, more healthful, dog-food alternative: muffins.

“I had some heart-shaped tins from Valentine’s Day and I came up with the idea for Puppy Love Muffins, little meat muffins with all sorts of nutritious food,” she said.

Now, she’s turned into “a baking fool,” pointing out she once baked 600 muffins at one time for a pet parade.

It would represent the birth of Missett’s virtual bakery, puppylove-muffins.com.

“I started this business just about a year ago and it’s really started selling,” said Missett. She said all her doggie muffins are freshly baked, adding it takes three days to process an online order.

Missett’s customers speak highly of Puppy Love’s product line. “I would definitely recommend her to anyone looking for a healthy alternative dog food,” said Gwen-dolyn Fuentes, whose dog, Domino, is an Italian greyhound-chihuahua mix. “[Fuentes] is incredibly knowledgeable, and I have learned quite a bit about how bad conventional dog food can be for our pet. What I really like about her is her passion and how she can present all her research and findings without ego,” said Fuentes.

“She knows her stuff, but she isn’t going to make you feel like a bad pet owner if you choose another path,” Fuentes describe Missett’s muffins as “amazing.”

“My dog will go on strike if I don’t offer him a muffin,” she said. Fellow customer Lily Jeovanna Matteotti concurs with Fuentes. “I recently adopted a puppy (Tucker, a King Charles cavalier) with a known heart condition,” Matteotti said. “I began reading up on dog food shortly after picking up my puppy, but I wasn’t too impressed and, in fact, a little shocked at what type of ‘filler stuff’ type food (wheat, corn) is on the market. Puppy Love Muffins was exactly what I needed, dog food that provided all the nutrients and minerals for my dog and all the convenience of not having to make it myself.”

Matteotti said she appreciates that Puppy Love Muffins “has done their research.”

“I would recommend them to any dog owner that is looking for the same things I was looking for: healthy local ingredients, convenient for me and made locally in the USA,” she said. “The plus side is I’m supporting a small business. Tucker loves them, and I feel good knowing I’ve done the best I can.”

“My goal is to be able to expand and grow,” Missett said.

An all-natural holistic dog-food company, Puppy Love Muffins & Specialty Dog Food uses no wheat, corn, soy or artificial ingredients. Its products are filled with high-quality animal protein like tuna, beef and chicken and all-natural ingredients like blueberries, cranberries and sweet potatoes that are formulated to meet a dog’s nutritional needs.

For more information, visit www.puppylovemuffins.com.

DIGIN’ IT Jack can hardly wait to dig into a Puppy Love Muffin creation – specialty dog food developed and sold locally by a nearby entrepreneur. Courtesy photo
Vacations can be more than breaks in routine; a new ‘safari’ can also change lives and touch hearts

By JULIE MAIN

All of us experience changes in our lifetimes. Our kids grow up. We move, we divorce, we change career directions. Change comes with age and circumstance. Now that I find myself without a (domestic) partner, I have the opportunity to view my life direction in an entirely different way. I feel a new sense of freedom and independence.

I decided to take a trip to Africa. Consulting my proverbial bucket list, I concluded that Africa. This trip was an effort to rediscover myself, to remember who I am and what excites me. To that end, I explored the possibilities for turning it into a volunteer working vacation.

After much due diligence, I made arrangements through International Volunteer HQ, a New Zealand firm that provides volunteer programs in developing countries worldwide. I selected a three-week program that would fit my holiday schedule, opting for volunteer work at an orphanage in Kenya.

I chose the Kenya Masai Mara program because it fulfilled many things on that bucket list.

Jane Goodall was in the wings

At a very early age, I had dreamed of working alongside famed British anthropologist Louis Leakey after learning of the 1974 discovery of “Lucy” by Leakey’s team in Kenya’s Great Rift Valley trench. I got to see Lucy, whose skeleton is said to be 3.2 million years old, in Nairobi’s National Museum. Jane Goodall, who got her start with Leakey. She was just a young college student who happened to be at the right place at the right time; given the task of studying the Bonobo monkeys in the Congo, and — well, you know the rest.

Additionally, I had always wanted to go on safari. After an eight-hour venture into the Great Rift Valley, I and other volunteers got to see the animals loosely termed the Big Five — the lion, the African elephant, the rhinoceros — up close and personal. I enjoyed my one hot shower on the entire trip in my safari tent!

What about the tall, beautiful Masai people? The contrast of the Masai draped in colorful red and orange cloaks and beads against the greening pastures, blue skies and acacia trees kept our cameras busy.

Nairobi, San Diego are similar

As my favorite movie of all time is “Out of Africa,” I was thrilled to stand on the front porch of writer Karen Blixen’s home and imagine what it was like to live as she did during a patriarchal period of modern African history (Blixen, who died in 1962, penned her account of her life in Kenya under the name of Isak Dinesen). I enjoyed a sloppy kiss from a Rothschild giraffe and laughed as the baby elephants playfully enjoyed their lunch at the Sheldrick Elephant Orphanage, located near Nairobi National Park.

Nairobi in general is very similar to San Diego. The climate and vegetation seemed familiar, and I found Kenyans to be very friendly, quite beautiful and of the Christian faith. English and Kiswahili are the official languages, and most Kenyans have their own tribal language as well.

I was not chosen to be sent to a rural community for my volunteer work, but found myself staying in the second largest slum in Nairobi. My homestay was in a (fairly) western-styled home. I bunked and volunteered together with a lovely young gal from Canada (half my age) and shared the (cold) shower and bathroom with several young volunteer adults from various parts of the world.

A mountain of potatoes

I had the privilege of sharing the home of Pastor Regina and her husband Pastor George (who ran the orphanage at which I volunteered), and their two young children, McKenna and Vicki. I became good friends with Jane, the housekeeper. Most things we needed were available in the slum, including bottled water, an electrical current convertor, flip-flops, toilet paper and fresh fruit and vegetables. Each morning, we enjoyed Chai tea, which consists of milk cooked the night before, mixed with brown sugar and tea and made with love.

Grace Academy Lighthouse orphanage was a 20-minute walk through the slum. Our work included wrapping protective plastic around new textbooks, teaching classes and art projects, such as stringing beads for necklaces and bracelets (a favorite among the kids), peeling a mountain of potatoes and playing an invigorating game of basketball. Most of the children are HIV orphans, blessed by the good work of orphanage founders.

The orphanage has a rainwater system that provides water, warm quarters to sleep (often two to a bunk), a solid meal a day and a full curriculum. All the money to run the facility comes from local donations and church members. Many orphans do not fare as well — no running water, little food, poor accommodations and greedy overseers, resulting in sickly, unattended children. Meanwhile, we purchased supplies such as writing paper, scissors, pencils, knives (for peeling potatoes), tape and tape dispensers, books and whatever we felt was needed from the local mall.

The boys need to visit Africa

The children were gracious and well mannered. People go out of their way to open their homes to you. The Kenyans’ strong Christian beliefs sustain them during difficult times and provide hope for the future.

I traveled to Africa to give of my time, with the hope of making someone’s life a tiny bit better. What I brought back was so much more than I could have imagined (my first desire upon returning home was to send my two boys to Africa for a dose of humbling).

We are a gluttonous society, so caught up in our material world, working harder so we can have more, while too many people have too little or nothing at all. The Masai have survived on the milk and blood of their cattle, and the millions of slum dwellers live day to day hoping for a meal. I saw orphans who feel blessed to have a warm bed at night and count on a meal the next day. They feel lucky to be given the chance for an education. I met people who appreciate the kindness of others and are not concerned about the type of car you drive or what designer purse you purchased.

I may have put a smile on a child’s face or provided some temporary supplies for one small orphanage, but what I brought home made an impression on me that will last a lifetime.
MISSON BAY HIGH SCHOOL

• This year’s spring concert will be held on May 29 at 7 p.m. to showcase all the bands in the program and the music unique to each. There will be be fresh goods and great foods for sale in the foyer to support the program. From classic to contemporary music, we’ll have you tapping your feet to the beat of the music.

• This year, there are 28 candidates going for the full IB diploma at Mission Bay High. These extraordinary Mission Bay High School seniors have not only reached the demanding requirements of the internationally challenging coursework but have also completed a 4,000-word analysis paper (extended essay) and performed more than 150 hours of action and service. A full diploma candidate is the student who has decided to “run the marathon” or “get their black belt.” These MBHS students have been rewarded with entrance into some of the finest universities in the nation, including Princeton, NYU (New York University), Dartmouth, John Hopkins, and Cal Tech.

PACIFIC BEACH MIDDLE SCHOOL

• Congratulations to the PBMS Mathletes Math Team, who qualified for the California State Math Meet.

PARADISE BARBER SALON is now hiring licensed Hair Stylists. For more information, contact evilwil@sdhumane.org.

• Thanks to everyone who helped make our local schools even better. Listed below are some of our major endeavors and funded projects and supplies for art, science, technology, English, drama, library, sports, office supplies, teacher-appreciation treats, Missoula Children’s Theatre, assemblies for anti-bullying and healthy lifestyles, open-house dinners, membership to National Honor Society and National Scholastic Association. Awards programs and video equipment. Our major fundraising events were the School Yard Dash 5K, Contributions Drive, Family Night Fundraisers. Taste of North PB and the 2014 Duck Race. Finally, we provided $10,000 in matching funds for the MBHS weight-room renovation funded by the Chargers Foundation.

• Students, get in shape with Futures Fitness Programs. Take advantage of a great fitness program opportunity for older students this summer from 8 to 10 a.m. from June 23 to Aug. 1 at De Anza Cove, led by our own School Yard Dash organizers Pete Hess and Eric Marenburg, and the new NCCA track coaches. The sessions will be for seventh- through twelfth-graders, group sessions. Come when you can, five sessions for $125, ten sessions for $199 and an all-summer pass for $299. Register at b neuronal.com.

MISSION BAY CLUSTER OF SCHOOLS

The last Mission Bay Cluster meeting of the 2013-14 school year will be Thursday, June 5 from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at Mission Bay High School in the library. The agenda will include a panel discussion with a group of MBHS seniors sharing their experiences at Mission Bay High School. The discussion will be moderated by a graduate of MBHS and will include time for Q&A. Take the opportunity to hear about the success, struggles and rewards of high school straight from the students themselves. The MB Cluster will also hold elections for new officers and discuss the LCAP and how it affects funding at the MB Cluster schools.
**Construction**

- **Deborah Fox Living Space**
  - 4930 Grand Ave
  - (619) 279-1777

**Carpet Cleaning**

- **Carpenter Cleaners**
  - 5112 1st Ave
  - (619) 222-9731

**Electrician**

- **Point Loma Landscape**
  - 6440 Montana St
  - (619) 238-3100

**Handyman**

- **Jose's Handyman Services**
  - 619-487-1535

**Landscaping**

- **Gardening landscaping**
  - 5415 Hampshire St
  - (619) 279-1777

**Tile**

- **San Diego's Premier House Cleaning**
  - 619-222-9731

**Plumbing**

- **Bill Harper Plumbing**
  - 619-224-0586

**Television**

- **d’ash Satellite & Home Theater**
  - 800-672-5971

---

**Cleaning**

- **Carpet Cleaning**
  - 525 Oliver St
  - (619) 238-3100

**Painting**

- **Chuckie's Painting Co**
  - (619) 786-0011

**Handyman**

- **Carpet Cleaning**
  - 619-222-9731

**Electrician**

- **Electrician**
  - 619-545-9459
Hooking up renters with TV access consumer tips

By ALAN PENTICO

When it comes to TV access today, consumers have numerous options in addition to their local cable company. Viewers can watch their favorite TV shows on network websites through streaming services like Netflix or Hulu Plus, and through satellite service providers.

One of those options — satellite service from companies like Dish Network and DIRECTV — involves installing equipment outside your home. So what does opting for satellite TV mean for apartment and condominium residents or single-family-home renters?

Renters who want satellite service are supported in their choice by Federal Communications Commission rules. The FCC says anyone renting his or her home has the right to install a satellite dish or a receiving antenna. The federal agency’s guidelines also state that a landlord is prohibited from imposing restrictions that prevent or delay installation, maintenance or use of an antenna or satellite dish. In most cases, requirements to get approval before an installation are prohibited, according to the FCC.

However, the property owner does have the right to impose some restrictions on the installations, like for safety reasons or the preservation of historic areas. Details may be explained in your lease or rental agreement.

Generally, the rental guidelines for having a satellite dish are straightforward. The dish must be one meter or less in diameter and it must be installed only in an area leased by the tenant. That means the dish must be in the satellite subscriber’s residence on his or her balcony, patio or terrace. For single-family homes, permissible areas include the house, patio, yard or similar areas.

A satellite dish cannot be placed in an apartment or condominium complex’s common areas, like on the roof or exterior walls. The installation must be performed by a professional and take into consideration safety, interference and potential alterations of the property. For example, the dish must be secured safely to a heavy object or tripod, and the dish installation can’t interfere with the complex’s own telecommunications and electrical systems. And, if the signal transmission from the dish requires a cable, the line must run flat under a doorjamb or window sill or via other industry-standard methods so that it does not alter the residence or the use of the door or window.

Finally, when a renter moves, the satellite equipment must be taken out. The resident would be responsible for the cost of repairing any damage that occurs in the removal process.

As with any modifications to your rental home — whether it's a large complex or a single-family home — checking with your landlord first is advised.

— Alan Pentico is executive director of the San Diego County Apartment Association.

Coldwell Banker awards Gentry sales performance designation

Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage has awarded independent sales associate Karin Gentry its President’s Circle designation. The award marks Gentry’s ranking and performance in the top 6 percent among the company’s 85,000 sales associates worldwide.

“Karin’s work ethic, professionalism and experience make her one of our top independent sales associates,” said Jeff Culbertson, Coldwell Banker’s southwest region executive vice president. “She has continued to be a top award winner since her first year in real estate, which dates back to the 1970s,” added Marty Conrad, region vice president.

Gentry works at the Rancho Bernardo branch and represents buyers and sellers throughout San Diego County.

For more information, visit californiamoves.com/karin.gentry.
Shore Point Real Estate

3888 Riviera Drive 201 | 1 BD/1 BA | $749,000-$799,000
Premier Bay
Front unit! Can be a 2nd home or highly rentable corner unit overlooking Mission Bay, can be sold furnished. This is the most upgraded unit in community and in very high demand on VRBO (Vacation Rental By Owner). Custom kitchen with stainless steel appliances, slate fireplace, granite wet bar. This is an Amazing property!

Michael Cady
619-992-4968
michaelcady@me.com
www.michaelcadyhomes.com

Historic La Jolla Cove Cottages

HISTORIC LA JOLLA COVE COTTAGE
$1,685,000

- 2 Bedroom / 2 Bath with Room to Expand
- $250,000+ in restoration completed in 2009
- 3,750 square foot lot
- Mills Act = $3,094 annual taxes

Michael Cady
619-992-4968
michaelcady@me.com
www.michaelcadyhomes.com

WindanSea Condo

• 720 sqft
• 2 blocks to WindanSea
• 3rd Floor Unit
• Granite Counters
• New Carpet, Paint & Moldings

6455 La Jolla Blvd #351
$349K

Condo in Crown Point

• 3 Br 2 Ba • 1300 Sq. Ft.
• Close to Bay
• Quiet residential street
• Garage
• Granite counters
• Custom cabinetry
• Two balconies

4011 Promontory Street
$595K

Thinking of Selling?
Check your home’s value at HomeValues92109.com

Houses and Condos Wanted
I have buyers for Pacific Beach. Call Alex Today!
Alex Rojas 858-863-4141
BRE #01400985

SHORE POINT REAL ESTATE
WWW.SPRESD.COM

It’s a great time to sell and plenty of good reasons to buy. Let’s talk strategy to help you understand why.
-Nicole 858 829 1049
CA BRE 01895180

We love Pacific Beach as much as you! We are a new team to serve you better!
Over 40 years combined experience we are dedicated to helping you buy and sell smarter.
Which of These Costly Mistakes Will You Make When You Sell Your Pacific Beach Home?

PACIFIC BEACH - A new report has just been released which reveals 7 costly mistakes that most homeowners make when selling their home, and a 9 Step System that can help you sell your home fast and for the most amount of money.

This industry report shows clearly how the traditional ways of selling homes have become less and less effective in today’s market. The fact of the matter is three quarters of homesellers don’t get what they want for their home and become disillusioned and worse financially disadvantaged when they put their home on the market.

As this report uncovers, most homesellers make 7 deadly mistakes that cost them literally thousands of dollars. The good news is that each and every one of these mistakes is entirely preventable.

In answer to this issue, industry insiders have prepared a free special report entitled “The 9 Step System to Get Your Home Sold Fast and For Top Dollar”

To hear a brief recorded message about how to order your free copy of this report, call 1-800-467-9064 and enter ID# 2000. You can call anytime, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Call NOW to find out how you can get the most money for your home.

Courtesy of Real Estate Info San Diego CA 01057701
If you are looking to buy or sell a home, who better to trust than 92109's Top Team.

Call the I Sell Beach Team today!

---

Bright End Unit
NW PB Townhome
3Br/3Ba 1300sf end unit with Southern exposure features lots of natural light. Beautiful & bright with upgraded flooring & an attached 2-Car garage plus 1 assigned parking space! Enjoy the short walk to shops and restaurants.

3716 Riviera on Sail Bay in Pacific Beach
Miles of white sandy beaches & warm sunsets welcomes you into this spectacular bay front home. From the moment you enter this impressive masterpiece you will revel in the exquisite detail. Truly an entertainer’s delight featuring 5 BR/6 BA, 3 car garage. The beach level living area features a spacious living room, gourmet kitchen & formal dining room with custom burled wood inlay & dramatic walls of glass that capture the stunning views. The grandeur continues as you move to the 2nd level which encompasses the sumptuous master suite with opulent amenities & breathtaking bay views. The 3rd floor has 4 BR, all with en suite baths with impressive detail that is carried throughout the home. Don’t miss another sunset & let this one of a kind slip away forever!

Luxurious Custom Bay Front Home
5,890,000

---

“Pacifica Gem” in Pacific Beach
VIEWs City, nightlight & Sea World fireworks perched high above street level. FRESHLY PAINTED Open single-level floor plan. Large sunny south-facing picture windows, open-beam vaulted ceilings REMODELED KITCHEN and BATHS granite kit counters, custom cherry cabinets, Jenn-Air, Electrolux, Thermador, Meyeap appliances. BONUS ADDITION room with own separate entrance adjoins MBR too! (Permitted but not in sf.) Great art studio, hobby shop, office, elders, guests. It adjoins the very private JACUZZI in backyard.

Just Listed • $895,000

---

240 Coast Blvd. #1C
2 Br/2 Ba oceanfront building, completely remodeled, walk to La Jolla village.
$1,295,000

---

2BR/2BA 2350 sf with great views
www.2133HarbourHeightsRoad.com
$1,295,000

---

2740 Ocean Front Walk - New Listing
South Mission Beach meets Cape Cod and creates a masterpiece! This is the coolest, best location for your Perfect Beach House with nothing but Ocean Views and pristine sand in front of you. Built in 2002, this iconic 4 BR and 4.5 Bath custom home has been meticulously maintained and minimally used as a showcase property. Fill the rest of your life with incredible memories and start your Ocean Front experience now.

$4,750,000

---

2133 Harbour Heights Road
4 Br/7.5 Ba 2350 sf with great views
$1,295,000

---

4 BR / 3.5 BA 2350 sf
www.2133HarbourHeightsRoad.com
$1,295,000

---

If you are looking to buy or sell a home, who better to trust than 92109's Top Team. Call the I Sell Beach Team today!